
MODULE 2

Video Summaries



Your 2 Support Systems
Video 1:

2 support systems are the Oracle Cards and the Conscious Universe

Doesn’t matter what you call the Conscious Universe but know there’s an intelligence 
and it’s in each of us

You open the connection as soon as you decide to use Oracle Cards as a method of 
divining what your next right action is and how to become the person you’ve always 
wanted to become

You ignite the relationship that’s always working all of the time

Triangle of connection - You, Conscious Universe and Oracle Cards

Conscious Universe is like connecting through your soul to this divine intelligence

The Conscious Universe sees a 360 degree version of you which you cannot see

We’re subject to subconscious patterning and our capacity to only see a limited 
perspective on our lives

We’re limited by our intellect, 5 senses and by our subconscious which stores our memory

Oracle Cards facilitate our getting past the blinkered, limited view of our life

When you open your connection to the Universe anything becomes possible

The Conscious Universe has a vested interest because we are made of it

When you set your intention to work with Oracle Cards to help your life evolve and  
grow you can’t do it by yourself

In a partnership with the Conscious Universe and Oracle Cards facilitate the 
conversation

Constant, open relationship with the cards and the Conscious Universe is your  
greatest support system
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The more you use Oracle Cards, the more you train the relationship to be more accurate 
between you, what you’re looking to understand, the Conscious Universe that needs/
wants a method to communicate with you, and the Oracle Cards themselves, which 
facilitate the conversation

Triangle of amazing potentiality
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
In this video you learned that the Conscious Universe and Oracle Cards are your 2 core support 
systems. A relationship exists between the Conscious Universe, you and the Oracle cards and 
creates a triangle without any separation. It’s amorphous and experiential so that the more 
you feel it, the more you see evidence of it in your world and other areas. Everyone acts as a 
representative of Spirit because we have a soul. The soul takes on the body and then that soul 
experiences its life throughout from birth to when we drop our body and more to another 
dimension of consciousness. The relationship is always there and present but we have to 
engage it otherwise it’s relatively dormant because the ego then takes over. Oracle Cards are 
the instrument to the understanding how you communicate with the Universe. It’s like they are 
holographic go-betweens between you and the Conscious Universe because  
it’s a language.

The subconscious mind is a memory keeper that can’t see beyond what’s in front and what’s 
been experienced. It’s job is to keep us in familiarity. If we want to change, to transform, to work 
with the Oracle Cards to move beyond that limitation, then we have to trust the invisible world, 
the Conscious Universe, is going to help us move past what prevents us from seeing beyond our 
limited, familiar self. The subconscious mind, ego, sees everything as separate but ultimately 
we’re all connected and that’s something you will experience in this course.

Oracle Cards engage the part of you that is Soul. The Soul-self wakes up because it’s more 
engaged in the process of change, experiencing new things. Oracle Cards speak to your Soul 
and the Soul is invested in a new experience. When you get ‘in-tune’ with that you begin to see 
the magic everywhere and you want more and more of the magic you’re now experiencing. The 
cards train the Soul-self and the Conscious Universe in the conversation. You see more patterns 
coming up, in the cards too, the more you work with this course. It’s an undeniable relationship 
that once you experience it, you have to trust it. Your 2 support systems are the pillars through 
which you navigate your world. Oracle Cards facilitate easing god’s order and you can then 
find what is unique, authentic, inspired and new for you because you’re operating outside the 
limitations of the small self the ‘edge god out’ ego self. The more you work with Oracle Cards, 
the more you use them as a method of communication with the Conscious Universe, the more 
magic shows up in your life.



The Conscious Universe
Video 2:

Demonstrate using Wisdom of the Oracle (WOTO) to make a point during the class and 
show you how the Conscious Universe works

Ask ‘What can you tell us about how you help us deliberately intend our unique, inspired 
and authentic life? How do you help us?’

Card - To The Sea which represents flow, fluidity and forward movement

Art on the card - Woman in a boat that’s in motion, on the ocean. She’s looking down 
into the boat, not using her binoculars that could show her where she’s been and the 360 
degree view when in a boat and able to look around. There’s a natural trust that she’s 
not steering the boat. Here we see the boat and the Universe is saying we are a story-in-
motion. Limited by your perspective because you’re looking down. You can only see a 
narrow perspective or view of your world. Conscious Universe is speaking saying ‘you 
can’t see what I see’. Spirit is the ocean, and it’s going to ensure that your boat continues 
to move forward smoothly because that’s what To The Sea represents.

In WOTO there’s a face in the card which tells us that the Universe is conscious, aware 
and alive...the Oracle. Saying Universe is the Oracle, the cards are the method or medium 
through which the Universe speaks to us, through a lexicon and language.

Through this card the Universe is saying ‘I help you’, ‘I help you move forward and go 
where you cannot see...that’s my job’.

Also saying that Conscious Universe looks over and after you when you surrender your 
will or ego self to it, the higher power, and it will guide you. Natural sense of guidance, 
protection, and a vested interest in moving the boat forward.

We’re all stories-in-motion. We’re never static.

Unique, authentic and inspired life is not a destination. It’s an experience, movement, 
fluid part of a flow cycle.

How does Conscious Universe work? Permeates everything. Everything is alive.  
Everything is connected so there is no such thing as separation.
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When consciously and deliberately communicating with it, using the cards, the 
Conscious Universe will help you because you are a part of it.

Conscious Universe is life force, nourishment and container. It has to contain you and 
gently nourishes your uniqueness.

Everyone has a disposition or propensity towards certain things which makes us unique.

Conscious Universe knows you better that you do.

Never get attached to the form. Conscious Universe knows the form.

Conscious Universe responds to the essence of your desire, not the form of it.

Conscious Universe works through you...personal navigations plus intuition.

Intuition is the voice of the divine.

Intuition different from instinct.

When tuned into your intuition you’re listening to the Universe speak to you, and  
it’s rarely logical.

Chisel away the ‘crud’ to get to the core, connect to the Conscious Universe, go with the 
flow and wash some of the ‘crud’ off.

Crud is the outdated ideas and conditioning that doesn’t help us move into a unique, 
authentic and inspired life.

See beyond the limitations of self.

When you wash away the crud, the more you awaken the glimpse of your own magic  
and your experience of your magic.

Start to let go of the outdated ideas that don’t serve you anymore in a safe, wonderful 
environment and everything starts to make sense.
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
In this video we learned how the Conscious Universe relates to 
us when we deliberately intend our unique, authentic, inspired 
life. Then we talked about the lexicon of the chosen card, To 
The Sea, and how it applied when we asked a question to the 
Conscious Universe. Also talked about being stories-in-motion 
but that we have a narrow perspective of what’s possible for us.

We learned how the Conscious Universe has to contain us in 
some way, we have to have some level of limitation, because 
otherwise we’d feel like we’re flailing all over the place.

THE VIDEO ALSO DISCUSSED HOW THE 
CONSCIOUS UNIVERSE WORKS, HOW 
IT WORKS THROUGH US, AND HOW 
INTUITION IS HOW WE LISTEN TO THAT.



The Oracle Cards
Video 3:

Oracle Cards are a language formed out of a lexicon

Lexicon has a grouping of specific symbols, metaphors, pictures and images that  
forms a language

Language through which you want the Universe to speak through you, to you, through 
the lexicon of the Oracle Cards

Oracle Cards have a specific lexicon and the language or lexicon is a system

Every card is a word, idea or concept

They all have to work together

They form sentences and experiences when they work together

All the cards in a lexicon have to speak to each other

All Colette’s decks are systems derived from ancient Oracle divination systems  
and been modernized

All of Colette’s decks are used to speak to each other

They were created so they could all converse together

Oracle Card’s don’t come alive until you engage them with intent

They come alive when you intend to use as a language, as an intermediary between  
you and Spirit/Conscious Universe

Oracle Cards are a mirror reflecting everything you know and many things  
you don’t know

Like a flashlight because they illuminate the shadows
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Shadows are the challenges or things you’re in denial about

Oracle Cards are a navigation system because they tell you where you’ve been, where you 
are now and where you have to go...your next right action

Story-in-Motion = we are evolving beings

Oracle Cards show you the evolution of a story and are fluid

Important to remember you’re never going to be in one place all of the time

Learn about yourself through the Oracle Cards showing the evolution of your story

Know Thyself

Nothing in Excess

Become self-aware and let go of the baggage

Oracle Cards show you what’s possible

Cards help you see there’s something beyond the familiar and tell you how to get there

Oracle Cards give you an option, allow you to course correct, take a new path

More you use them, the more accurate they become

Conscious Universe has to work out how to get through to us because we’ve been  
taught to deny or ignore how it speaks

Have to unlearn the bias

WOTO facilitates the learning between you and the Conscious Universe

Conscious Universe starts to recognize your patterns
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You begin to recognise how Conscious Universe speaks to you through the cards

More accurate the more you trust the cards and listen through your intuition

SoulFM is always broadcasting

Teaching you to turn on the radio and tune in to SoulFM

You want to keep the radio on because you’re open, magic is awake, cards are  
talking to you and synchronicities are happening

Spiritual narcolepsy is when we fall back into the old ways and patterns which  
turns off the radio

Aiming to be tuned in to SoulFM more times in the day than letting the Ego  
run the show
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
In this video we talked about Oracle Cards being a type of vocabulary. A lexicon or 
system of pictures, images, symbols and metaphors that allow us to communicate with 
the Conscious Universe so that we can have a communication that works through the 
symbols. Next, the video talked about how the cards come alive when you use them with 
intent. Oracle cards can show you your story-in-motion and the evolution of that story-in-
motion, as well as what’s possible. Talked about how the more you use the cards the more 
accurate you’re going to get and why this is so. Finally, the video talked about SoulFM and 
what that means.



More on Oracle Cards
Video 4:

Oracle Cards are a system that does all different things but is a tool

Tool for you to use for communication

Opens you up to potentiality

The tool gives you more than what you came with

Unique, inspired way that Spirit uses to talk to you if you get out of the way

Entering into the relationship with the cards and the Conscious Universe requires  
you to be detached, curious and in beginners mind

Always looking to be in a state of receptive curiosity

Intuition is a receiving device within you and can’t be dictated

Oracle Cards are a communication device

WOTO first compartmentalized deck and is the most expansive

Each card has an essential meaning, an essence

Oracle has a general message

Relationship question = relationship message

Question about the material world = prosperity message

Protection message for when the card is upside down

WOTO provides for a wealth of information you can sort through when you’re using it

52 cards but 5 versions giving the Conscious Universe a bigger lexicon or language to use 
to speak to you which is why WOTO is used throughout Oracle School
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Soul craves experience

Soul wants you to dive into your life

Soul can’t talk to you until you tune in to SoulFM

Ego wants to run the show so there are times you’ll want to deny the Soul its experience

The more you work with the class and course content you’ll get out of the intellect  
and start getting into alignment

Ego defines itself by its limitations, the past and conditioning which you’ll learn  
to release in Oracle School

Guidebook is extensive

5 different versions of the various meanings of each of the cards

Need to learn the cards with the guidebook

One sentence could be what opens awareness and reconnects to the Universe

Get used to your guidebook and make it your best friend

Protection position is when the cards are in reverse

When Oracle Cards are shuffled correctly there’s an opportunity to have  
upright and reversed cards

Card in protection position is giving you extra guidance from the Universe because  
the Universe wants you to course correct

Protection position cards help you stay on track towards your UAI life

Synchronicity is acausal

Synchronicity event means the card reflect what you know to be the question or will 
reflect something that you aren’t asking to show you something you need to know

Every time you work with Oracle Cards you create a Synchronicity Event and you  
want more of the magic the more you experience
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Have had Synchronicity Events before but not taught how to pay attention to them

Everything is connected all of the time

If you’re asking to be in alignment with your highest good, to serve for the  
highest good, you are always divinely directed

Teaching you a way to feel that connection to the Universe; recognize the unlimited 
potential for you; move past the limitations and enter a magical sphere of possibility  
that will be unique to you.

Using cards on a consistent basis means you’re unlikely to fall asleep at the  
wheel as often

Oracular Consciousness becomes a part of your everyday life

Soul listening, thinking, guiding you as you’ve awakened the Oracle inside, the  
part that sees beyond the obvious

Whole new world is opened up for you through using Oracle Cards as your tool
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
In this video you learned how Oracle Cards are a tool that open up a portal, doorway and 
something unavailable to you that now becomes available to you through working with the cards.  
The cards do something for you, they’re operating for you. The video talked about the intention of 
WOTO, how it was created, why and how many different parts there are to it. Discussed why your 
Soul wants to talk, how it has lots to say, and that it wants to experience more than you’re giving it.

The importance of the guidebook was discussed. Also, how Oracle Cards create a synchronicity 
event and why you want more of these. The world becoming your Oracle the more you use 
Oracle Cards was talked about and how awareness starts to ‘kick in’ and keep you awake. Finally, 
Oracular Consciousness was discussed meaning that the more you work with Oracle Card, the 
more your inner Oracle wakes up. The Soul is the voice you listen to more often than your ego and 
you have a much more effortless connection to the Universe where everything becomes possible.



Symbols and Metaphors
Video 5:

Guidebook speaks in words not the cards

Cards pictures, symbolism and metaphors in art on the card speaks to you in  
ways that go beyond the words

Recognize that you’re feeling and experiencing the same as if you were ‘reading  
between the lines’

What the eye meets are symbols that will awaken something in you that opens  
to Universal Archetypes

Symbol of the Egg - symbolic metaphor for birthing, something that’s gestating, being 
born or in process of being born.  Also represents the cosmic egg...How we create realities

Want to stimulate connection to Universal Consciousness, to the Collective Unconscious

Face - hidden in every card in WOTO. Designed to stimulate you going into state of 
‘this card is alive’, ‘this card is conscious’, ‘this card knows me’. The intelligence of the 
Conscious Universe showing up in the card.

Flags - represent the circus of life and celebration of it. Everything on a stage and we’re 
co-creating our reality within the circus of life, entertaining ourselves by our various 
personalities, dreams and desires

Not my circus, not my monkeys

Idea that we’re engaged in the entertainment of life which softens the concepts

Card - #6 Not For You

 Chess board held up by human hand and cloudy to represent our need to 
 strategize and have focused attention on the intention
 
 Fortune cookie - not for you. No matter how much we strategize if the form of 
 what we want is not in our highest good and alignment with us, it won’t be  
 given to us
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 Window to outer with the face looking at us - saying ‘open the window’ because 
 Spirit looks over your whole life and helps decide. We create reality but also have 
 to surrender to life on life’s terms and to the will of Spirit

 Allow this to manifest for my highest good. This or something better.

 This card teaches us that there are our wants and then what is right for us,  
 what we need.

 Humor in the card - saying the Universe is playing with you and if you want 
 to play the game of life and win it, you have to release your strategy to the 
 Conscious Universe

Card - #14 Truth Be Told

 Owl represents wisdom and the ability to see in the dark

 Window opening up to the sky represents transparency. What do we want Spirit  
 to show us? We want to be shown the truth and want the Universe to be 
 transparent with us. We want to be able to see what we cannot see.

 Hearts represent that it’s a heart-centred, co-creative process

 Mask reminds us that we come with various masks. We have been conditioned to 
 wear various masks to fit into our surroundings and feel like we belong. We don’t 
 show our truth oftentimes.

 This card calls for us to take off the mask, to be transparent and to allow.

 The truth will set you free.

Carl Yung - Universal Archetypes. Universal symbolism that all human beings will 
identify with which is why they’re used in Oracle Cards

Read the guidebook and look at the art in the cards

Start to realize the cards say more than what’s in the guidebook

WOTO will become a part of you and a part of the way you think
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Brief 
OVERVIEW

The symbols and metaphors of flags, egg, face in the card 
and hearts was outlined. The symbols and metaphors of two 
cards, Not For You and Truth Be Told were broken down so you 
recognize why they make you feel a certain way.  Every symbol 
on cards throughout the deck.

THIS VIDEO TALKED ABOUT HOW ORACLE 
CARDS CONNECT TO LANGUAGE, SYMBOL 
AND METAPHOR. COLETTE’S DECKS HAVE A 
SPECIFIC SYMBOLISM AND METAPHOR THAT 
HELP YOU IDENTIFY AND ENGAGE  
THE PERSONALITY OF THE DECK.



How it all works together
Video 6:

Intention is a feeling state

Want to have a feeling state that goes along with your UAI life

Who do you need to become to have that life?

How are you going to feel when you have the life you desire?

Synchronicity is a way for you to track that everything is working on your behalf

Synchronicity or evidence is more constant the more you do it

Starts to be something you expect because you have absolute faith in the relationship 
you’re developing between yourself, the Conscious Universe and the Oracle Cards

Outer world starts to respond

You ignite the magic in you when you get into the feeling state of intentionality,  
choosing the Oracle Cards to ask ‘what is in my highest good?’ and when your  
Source and partner is the invisible realms of Spirit

The magic you start feeling is YOU

Part of what you set in motion is moving out of the separated mindset to recognize  
that you’re a part of the process

Your intentional feeling state sets in motion the Laws of the Universe and you see it 
reflected back to you

You realize that you’re an integral part in the story-in-motion

Always going to be steps for you to take

The how and the form is not your job, it’s Spirits

Oracle Cards will always help you discern the difference between and egoic dream  
and a dream that is based on your hearts desires, your Soul
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There’s a difference between inspiration and wanting

Inspiration brings a sense that this belongs to you in some way

You just know you’re in alignment but don’t know how it’s going to come about,  
the form it’s coming in

Maintain strict sense of integrity and feeling of anticipation, that you already  
have your intention

Ego dream is manipulative and relates to wanting something, pushing for something

Highest good feels effortless and has a level of non-attachment

What is in the highest good to help us set a deliberate intention for your UAI life?

#16 All That Glitters - says in order to set the highest intention for you, you want to go 
beyond the superficial, but you do want something sparkly. You want something that 
glitters for you, something that takes your heart and you want to feel the spark. You 
don’t want the superficial. You want to know what your ‘why’ is. Why do I want this?  
Why do I want to manifest this life? What would it feel like to explore that for myself?  
This card is helping you to set the right intention for the course.

#7 To The Sea - What you have to do after setting the intention is release it and let the 
Universe take you on the water. You can’t see beyond the scope of your little boat. Let 
go, surrender, the Conscious Universe will take you there.
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
This video talked about intention being a feeling state that you want to manifest. It covered 
synchronicity providing evidence of the relationship working. The more you work with the cards, 
the more your relationship with the Conscious Universe or Spirit is ignited. Then how you are 
a part of it all, that you’re not an outsider, rather an integral part of how all of this works was 
discussed. Further, how Oracle Cards can help you discern between an egoic choice or intention 
and one that comes from the Spirit, Soul or heart was talked about. Lastly, the video covered how 
to ask the Oracle Cards to help s find an intention. Got All That Glitters and To The Sea.



Intuition and Intention
Video 7:

When we set an intention and practice the feeling state, we want to train our  
frequency/vibration/energy

Emotions are what set energy in motion

The more you condition yourself to feel a certain way the more likely it will show  
up in your outer world

Training the body which is an instrument of intuition and intention to resonate  
with a particular feeling state

When you set an intention, that’s a feeling and you want the world to come  
alive with that feeling

Something is going to grow the more you water

You have to chop wood, carry water around the seed that you have planted in  
your field of dreams

Metaphor for you being intentional and deliberate about wanting to create a  
match in the material world to your internal feeling state which is the intention

When you tune in to Spirit and are using Oracle Cards, the cards are going to  
help you take action

Oracle Cards give you information about how to ‘til the soil’

Oracle Cards show you the weeds to pull from the soil in your field of dreams

Intuition is listening for direction all the time...it’s non-linear

Intuition is how you listen to Spirit and how you intuit the cards

The more you work with Oracle Cards in the way you’re being taught in Personal 
Mastery and Oracle School, you’re strengthening your intuitive muscles, like going to 
‘Intuition Gym’
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Intuition and Intention is serving, in service of the intention as long as it’s in  
the highest good

Spirit gives you a form which is better for you, and it’s not up to you to make  
that decision

You have to surrender to what’s in your highest good

Oracle Cards are going to show you when you need to course correct

You will know and feel when your frequence/vibration is not in alignment with  
the integrity and truth of the intention

Intuition leads you to pick up WOTO because it tells you when you’re ‘off’

Oracle Cards will tell you what to do with that information

Oracle Cards will always reflect when you’re stressed

Dominant energy is going to show up when you work with Oracle Cards

Best way to manage the relationship between your intention and intuition is to  
bring a sense of playfulness

Only you can build a respectful, nurturing and loving relationship

What card best describes the relationship between intuition and intention?

 #41 Soul Mates - one works in service to the other. Your being in alignment 
 with your highest good and highest intention is being in alignment with the
 Conscious Universe

Intuition is a peripheral sense meaning it’s an expanded awareness that goes sideways.  
It’s always looking to see what’s not obvious.

Intuition is curious.
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
This video talked about intuition and intention and how they 
relate to one another. Intention is a seed that has a life force.  
Essence of the desire that isn’t form based is what you want to 
focus on. Need to tend to what we plant. Since it is deliberate 
intention we have to be deliberate around fostering the feeling 
state. The video covered how necessary it is to ensure that our 
desires are in alignment with our truth, how we tend to the 
soil and how important it is to weed the garden in your field of 
dreams. This means taking a self-inventory.

It’s always intuitive about what’s around us, what we cannot 
see. Oracle Cards will show you when you’re out of alignment 
with your vibrational patterns and how you have to get back 
on track. The video talked about Oracle Override which is when 
Spirit overrides you and what you think you want, and Spirit will 
show you what you really want. Intuition and intention are in a 
dynamic relationship. Chose Soul Mates card to describe  
that relationship.

THE VIDEO ALSO HIGHLIGHTED THAT 
INTUITION IS PERIPHERAL AND INDIRECT.   
WE DON’T USE OUR INTUITION  
TO GO DIRECT.


